Computer aided diagnosis of parotid gland lesions using ultrasonic multi-feature tissue characterization.
In this article, an ultrasound based system for computer aided characterization of biologic tissue and its application to differential diagnosis of parotid gland lesions is proposed. Aiming at an automated differentiation between malignant and benign cases, the system is based on a supervised classification using tissue-describing features derived from ultrasound radio-frequency (RF) echo signals and image data. Standard diagnostic ultrasound equipment was employed to acquire ultrasound RF echo data from parotid glands of 138 patients. Lesions were manually demarcated as regions-of-interest (ROIs) in the B-mode images. Spectral ultrasound backscatter and attenuation parameters are estimated from diffraction corrected RF data, yielding spatially resolved parameter images. Histogram based statistical measures derived from the parameters distributions inside the ROI are used as tissue describing features. In addition, texture features and shape descriptors are extracted from demodulated ultrasound image data. The features are processed by a maximum likelihood classifier. An optimal set of 10 features was chosen by a sequential forward selection algorithm. The classifier's performance is evaluated using total cross validation and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. As a reference method, postoperative pathohistologic analysis was conducted and proved malignancy or prospective malignancy in 51 patients. The classification using the proposed system yielded an area under the ROC curve of 0.91, proving significant potential for differentiating between malignant and benign parotid gland lesions.